Obstacle Notes
The old crown point high school used to have a very cool 7 stair outside of the gymnasium. In the center was a flat bar. Every
skate in town used to test themselves on that as it was the only stairset that was good. Many tickets were handed out over
that obstacle. Can the 7 stair be rebuilt in memory of the long gone spot? I can supply photos for dimensions.
Spine with cutoff than you can roll over smoothly
Maybe a few benches to sit at that you can also grind on
I really do like how CP skatepark has “flow” to it where you can go from the mini-ramp/spine and still connect to a line on the
box or ramp.
From talking to everyone at the CROWN point skatepark we need a bowl everyone wants a bowl but I think it should be nice
enough for bikers and skateboarding
Have the lines linear, so riders do not cross each other during their run.
Wood ramps no concrete
The park layout is already awesome don't let non locals make it street
Bowl- similar to the new one in Hammond Indiana not a huge bowl
Bowl combination, I would like different heights to the bowl and unique shape
bank to ledge
Thick Coping
Concrete
Just want all of them to be smooth ? ?»??»??»
Ramps for all skill levels
I would like to see a bowl with transitions similar to the krush bowl but in a different shape. Something different and new
The bank/wall ride would be nice if it looked like a tree planter
mellow banks to stairs with medium round rails
Please just take a good look at highland, hessville and lake station and build something different. Highland is street orientated
(ledges and stairs) and hessville is mixed and way more popular.
Make
Hessville style
Pyramid; Fun Box; with Ledge and Drop
Really like the new hestville skatpark but its a to far way
Pyramid w/ fun box and ledge
Having small mini ramps helps people learn to drop in!
Nice quarter pipe with good transition
Please have bigger half pipe with good vert that throws you up
Please have bigger quarter with vertical transition
Add a box jump that's not too long and has a mellow landing 4 to 5 ft tall
Nice box
Rollers
Pyramid
Rail down the a frame should be able to hit from every possible side. (No drop on one side of the rail.
Mini ramp
Good flow. Layout that accommodates many skaters at the same time.
Box jumps
Please add a bowl!
Have a good half pipe with good transition
Expand and have the park be a lot larger overall. Make it a park people will come from all over to go to.
Vert wall followed by box. For clearing and learning tricks whilst practicing clears.
Dyer skatepark hip

A long vert wall not a short one like at sherrivilles skatepark
A fly box would be amazing, we have 2 very very small ones and they are okay but something bigger would be cool
If there is a roll in to a box jump there needs to be a quarter at the end of the run to send the rider back to the starting
Scooter friendly
Don't let this park end up street its the only vert park left
Box- something that is wide enough to manual. Not high enough for people to sit on
euro gap not to small
2 ledges set a part on the same side
Mini Ramp with Extensions
Concrete
More open flat space
There are no good box jumps around.
the double-sided curb should be like the ones found in bank parking lots, maybe even painted
ledges, round flatbar
Would love to see a good mix of street and transition. 50% street stuff 50% transition stuff will make everyone in the area
happy I think. Something for everyone.
A nice slappy curb somewhere
It
Cali jeff is the man
Fly Box; Kicker, Flat, to Down Ramp with Hubba
Mini ramp 5 to 6 ft
Nice spine with coping that doesn’t stick out
Have bigger and better mini ramp with spine
Have bigger and better mini ramp
Big half pipe 6 to 7 ft tall with extensions and a vert wall
Nice spine
Big box
Bump to rail
A decent down rail. Can not be to long by any means. Should be a little easier to skate than a regular street handrail but not to
long where every trick has to be locked in perfect and held
Flatbar
Room for creativity, everything can be skateable!
Big bowl
Better mini ramp with spine
6ft halfpipe
Well we have a really decent half pipe at the old park and a lot of people ride it! Everyone loves it so having something like
that would be awesome!
No volcanoes, because there are skateparks close by that have them.
Good transitions for ramps
Don't destroy the last vert park in NWI
fly box make it so you can get speed to it
manual pad
Multiple Euro Gaps
Flat
Parent note: shade, seating, water fountain, toilet
A good half pipe like the one the current crown point skatepark has now is needed
the snake run would be good for older skaters, maybe mellow, not taller than 3 ft

bank to medium box flat, quarter pipe on top
Highland has a 6 and a 3 stair...hessville has an extended 7...I guess that's something to keep in mind. Would hate to see stairs
overdone at a park...leave the stairs to the streets
Fun
Bathrooms, water fountains
Hip; Quarter to Bank
Hip quarter to quarter
Nice mini ramp with good transition
Big box jump(fun box)
Big box jump- fun box
Bowl with lots of hips 6 to 7ft deep
Water fountain/vending machine
Foam
Euro
Long ledge that is good for learning tricks, not too small though because we don’t need a small manny pad
Stairs
Concrete ramps, NOT aluminum coping
Big bowl
Big box(fun box)
3ft mini
A couple of quarter pipe would be cool because we have some at the park right now and it helps make the park flow so some
quarter pipes are needed
Jump box needs to be wide so that bikers do not feel as though they will miss the landing.
Boxes/ramps in line to go over many In a straight line
Leave it vert
Handrail- intermediate level
half pipe with vert I think you guys could encorperate this feature in the bowl.
manual pad with step up manual pad
A Good Bump to Ledge
Concrete
Need a good wide spine that can be jumped or grinder across. There are no good wide spines around
hip
Bowls rule. Lets see some pool coping!!! Shallow and deep end? Give us Something different that hessville's krush bowl...
To
Shade
Street spine 4 to 5 ft
Really nice box with good transition
Bigger quarter with vert
Bigger half pipe/bigger box
Rails not super tall and not steep
Nice fly out
Gap
Long circle flatbar
A nice small, long, one foot flatbar.
Bowl
Bump to rail!!
Box jump

Big quarter with vert
Spine Not too steep but just enough
I would love a bike spine, our spine is cool but it could be so much cooler even if the spine was just a bit bigger than our spine
it would be sick, I will be super upset if the new park doesn’t have a spine! You’ve got to put a spine :)
No hubbas or obstacles on the wide jump box.
I haven't skated this park for years to watch it be destroyed I won't let it be changed to a street park there's enough at the
other surrounding parks I don't care if i have to go to the district and create petitions I'm gonna trust you guys will do what's
Mini- with a spine like the one that was located in Crown Poknt. It was absolutely perfect until they let it go to ruin.
quarter pipe with extension
Good Transition
Concrete
A big long bank to wall with a long transition would be awesome. There are no big wall rides anywhere
gap with hubbas
Please DONT build a street plaza. A lot of people will be really bummed.
Skate
SNAKE RUN!!!! (HUGE)
8 ft quarter to fun box to long 6 ft quarter
Nice kinda big a-frame
Have bigger ramps
Have bigger ramps in general
More ramps than rails
The mini ramp i
Spine with a hip
A frame rail in the middle
A good stair for learning tricks down stairs. Maybe 2 sets so one can be larger than the other. The idea should be to get your
tricks down on the small one to take down the big one.
Ledge
Ledge over gap!!
Spine

